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Maximizing User Utility in Video Streaming Applications Carlos E. Luna, Associate Member, IEEE, Lisimachos P. Kondi, Member, IEEE, and Aggelos K. Katsaggelos, Fellow, IEEE



Abstract—In this paper, we study some of the design tradeoffs of video streaming systems in networks with QoS guarantees. We approach this problem by using a utility function to quantify the benefit a user derives from the quality of the received video sequence. We also consider the cost to the network user for streaming the video sequence. We have formulated this utility maximization problem as a joint constrained optimization problem where we maximize the difference between the utility and the network cost, subject to the constraint that the decoder buffer does not underflow. In this manner, we can find the optimal tradeoff between video quality and network cost. We present a deterministic dynamic programming approach for both the constant bit rate and renegotiated constant bit rate service classes. Experimental results demonstrate the benefits and the performance of the proposed approach. Index Terms—Quality of service (QoS), renegotiated constant bit rate (RCBR), renegotiated services, user utility, video streaming.



I. INTRODUCTION



T



HE explosive growth of the World Wide Web (WWW) has generated rapidly increasing demand for applications that allow real-time playback of digital video and audio. The ability to deliver multimedia content for real-time display, i.e., streaming, will play a pivotal role in the development of nextgeneration Internet applications. In this paper, we only discuss the streaming of video, but the ideas developed can be applied to other types of media. The process of streaming video involves a client, which requests a video stream from a server. The encoded video stream can be generated in real time based on the request or be pre-encoded and stored in a video database. The server is responsible for packetizing the encoded video sequence and delivering it to the client, while monitoring its delivery. There are two major requirements for the video streaming process to be successful. First, the number of lost packets in the network must not be excessive, otherwise it can result in unacceptable levels of video quality. Second, the delay experienced by a video frame as it traverses the network must be constant if the display and encoder are to operate at the same frame rate
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[1], [2]. Data contained in packets that arrive too late to be displayed is considered useless. The present day Internet is a best-effort network, i.e., all packets are treated equally and there is no guarantee that the delay and packet loss requirements mentioned above will be met. For this reason, considerable research effort has been devoted to the delivery of video over unreliable networks. Much of this work focuses on the development of error concealment techniques to compensate for the effects of packet losses in the network. In [3], signal processing approaches to deal with network losses, when streaming video over the Internet, are presented. The author explores some of the limitations of such approaches and highlights some promising areas for research. Alternatively, the video signal is encoded in a resilient way to network losses. Such approaches typically employ a stochastic model of the communication channel and focus on coding mode selection [4], [5] or on rate control [6]. A recent review of error-resilient techniques for video communications is presented in [7] (and references therein). In the networking community, there has been a lot of interest in developing mechanisms to support multiple classes of service on a single network. These efforts have led to the development of ATM networks and, more recently, to proposals to support multiple classes of service on the Internet [8], [9]. Each of these classes of service can be characterized in terms of the throughput and delay that the network will guarantee. These guarantees are known as quality of service (QoS) guarantees. In order to provide QoS guarantees, resources such as bandwidth and buffers need to be allocated to each connection. The network user must select the appropriate service class and QoS for their application. Pricing and charging for network resource usage are important tools to encourage efficient utilization of network resources [10]. Thus, video streaming systems in this environment have to be evaluated along two dimensions: received video quality and cost in network resources. The constraints imposed on a video application by the network were first studied in [11]. In it, the authors propose the joint control of source and channel rate in order to achieve consistent video quality and meet transmission rate constraints. In [12], the author considered a more sophisticated approach to joint encoder and channel rate control, with the goal of achieving for every frame. consistent video quality in terms of In [2] and [13], the problem of minimizing the total distortion for a video sequence subject to network channel constraints was studied. In [14], the same problem was studied but using a windowed technique, thus real-time implementation was possible. In [15], a bandwidth-renegotiation scheme was considered
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in conjunction with joint rate control for achieving consistent video quality as well. None of the previous works considered the cost incurred by the network user for utilizing network resources. Our objective in this paper is to do so, by trading off video quality and network cost, thereby presenting a solution to the problem of user utility maximization. We consider a system in which each network user has a corresponding utility function . This utility function quantifies the satisfaction or benefit derived by the user from the received video sequence. The network user is charged for the network resources necessary to guarantee the desired QoS. The goal of the network user in this environment is to optimize a function of the utility derived from the received video sequence and the cost in network resources. We present algorithms to find the optimal combination of traffic profiles and coding parameters for each frame of the video sequence. These methods are useful for off-line encoding. Using this framework, it is possible to compare various service classes and traffic profiles. It is also possible to compare schemes for online renegotiation and rate control. We present experimental results for constant bit rate (CBR) and renegotiated constant bit rate (RCBR) service classes. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, background material is presented. We discuss utility functions relevant to streaming applications and networks with QoS guarantees, and describe our framework for maximizing user utility. Section III presents our problem formulation. A solution based on deterministic dynamic programming (DP) is presented in Section IV. In Section V, experimental results are presented that illustrate the performance of the proposed approach for the service classes considered here. Section VI presents our conclusions. II. USER UTILITY MAXIMIZATION FRAMEWORK In networks that provide QoS guarantees, resources such as bandwidth and buffer space are allocated to each connection. In order to encourage efficient network utilization, users are charged for using the network. These charges depend on the class of service and the level of traffic transmitted by the user [10]. Pricing of network resources is an effective tool in managing resources in networks with multiple service classes. The goal is to set prices for network resources in such a way that users are encouraged to use the network efficiently (see, for example, [16]). In this scenario, the goal of each network user is to obtain the best possible service for the lowest possible price. In the case of video streaming, there is typically a range of acceptable video quality. Clearly, a sequence with higher quality is always preferable to one of lower quality. However, if the user has to pay more for obtaining the higher quality sequence then a mechanism is needed to specify the price-quality tradeoff. A utility function provides a tool to quantify the benefit or perceived value derived by the user from the received video sequence. This perceived value can be traded against the cost of the network resources. In this situation, we would like to opis greater than the cost erate in a region where the utility for each user . The concept of consumer surplus is applicable in this situation, which is defined as the difference between the per-



Fig. 1. Normalized utility functions.



ceived value and the cost [17]–[19]. Our objective is, therefore, . to maximize the consumer surplus, or the difference A. Utility Function that quanEach user of the network has a utility function tifies the level of satisfaction derived from the network service [17], [18]. In the case of video streaming, this satisfaction can be measured in terms of the received video quality, the length of the initial delay, and other factors that depend on the particular application and the user. We measure the utility with a function of the received video quality, as measured for example by the average peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR)1 . Fig. 1 shows two possible normalized utility functions: a step-utility function and a logarithmic-utility function. The step-utility function is given by (1) is the maximum utility derived by the user from the where is a threshold level, is the application, average PSNR expressed in linear units, and the function is zero for negative values of and unity otherwise. The steputility function is appropriate for applications where a certain level of video quality is needed. The logarithmic-utility function, also shown in Fig. 1, is given by (2)



otherwise.



Such a function quantifies the benefit derived by the user per decibels of PSNR. It is appropriate for applications where improving video quality can result in higher utility. However, after a certain point, very little is gained by additional improvements in quality. and in (1), and The values of the parameters in (2) need to be determined based on psychovisual tests, and is therefore beyond the scope of this paper. In the remainder of 1The



average PSNR implemented in this work is defined by PSNR = ^ (i) , where with D = D(i) = X (i) X ^ (i) its encoded version. X (i) is the original i frame and X
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this paper, both parameters are assumed to be known a priori by the server [19]. B. Renegotiated Services In order to allocate network resources to a connection, the user must specify a traffic profile that describes how the network will be used. The network provides QoS guarantees as long as the user’s traffic conforms to the traffic profile. There are two types of traffic profiles: static and dynamic. Static traffic profiles remain in effect for the duration of the connection [20]. Service classes that use static traffic descriptors, such as the CBR service class, require the user to have accurate a priori knowledge of the traffic which will be generated. Renegotiated services have been introduced in order to accommodate applications in which the traffic characteristics are time varying and cannot be accurately described by a static traffic descriptor. Variable-bit-rate (VBR) video is a good example of this type of traffic. Renegotiated services allow the network to achieve more efficient utilization of network resources by adapting to changing traffic and network conditions [20]. The development and efficient implementation of network mechanisms that allow renegotiated services is an active area of research. In the proposed architectures to integrate QoS in the Internet, resource reservations are done through the RSVP protocol [21]. This protocol includes mechanisms for periodic refreshing of traffic parameters. These mechanisms are used in [19] to implement an integrated resource negotiation and pricing protocol. This protocol can work with either the Int-Serv [8] or the Diff-Serv [9] architectures. RCBR service has been proposed as a simple renegotiated service to accommodate traffic with multiple time scales such as VBR video. In this service, the traffic profile is given as a piece-wise CBR profile. That is, the source transmits at a constant rate for a certain period of time and then it switches to a different constant rate. The authors in [22] have proposed two possible implementations of RCBR using the signaling mechanisms in ATM networks or RSVP.



Fig. 2. Block diagram of the video streaming system.



made for frame as well as for previous frames in the case of predictive encoding. A. Delay Constraints The encoded frames are fed into the encoder buffer which is . The encoder buffer occupancy at drained at variable rate , is given by the end of time slot , (3) or equivalently (4) At the receiver, the encoded video stream is stored in a buffer until data is needed to display the next frame. We consider that the decoder clock is shifted with respect to the encoder clock by an amount , the transmission delay, which is assumed to be constant. Therefore, if the th frame interval begins at at the at the decoder. The decoder does not encoder, it starts at without the shift of the begin reading the buffer until ( clocks) time units have passed. The decoder buffer occupancy , is therefore given by at time , if (5) if



III. PROBLEM FORMULATION We consider a network user with a corresponding utility function , which is a function of the received video quality, as measured, for example, by the average PSNR. The user enters into a contract with the network. In this contract, the network provides some QoS guarantees as long as the traffic generated by the user conforms to a certain traffic profile. In order to deliver on the QoS guarantees, the network needs to commit certain resources. The network charges the user a certain amount for honoring the service contract: . The goal of the network user is then to obtain the most utility for the smallest possible price. This is achieved when we maximize the difference beand . tween In Fig. 2, a block diagram of the system we consider is shown. are fed to the encoder. In this system, raw video frames from a finite set of quanThe encoder selects a quantizer results in an entizers . Encoding frame with quantizer which is of size bits and results in distorcoded frame . Note that and depend on quantizer choices tion



or equivalently if if



.



(6)



We assume here that large enough buffers are available at the encoder and decoder, and thus we only need to worry about the effects of buffer underflow. Decoder buffer underflow occurs when all the bits corresponding to a given frame are not present in time to be decoded. That is, we have failed to meet the delay constraint. Avoiding decoder buffer underflow translates to (7) By combining (3) and (5), we can write the decoder buffer occupancy at time in terms of the encoder buffer occupancy as [2], [11] (8)
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Substituting (8) into (7) and changing variables, we have (9) is the effective buffer size at time . This effective where buffer size is the maximum buffer occupancy achievable at the encoder buffer such that all the bits can be delivered at the receiver without violating the end-to-end delay constraint [2]. We can guarantee that decoder buffer underflow will not occur as long as the constraint in (9) is satisfied. B. RCBR Service RCBR service is described by a finite set of possible channel frames. During rates and a renegotiation interval of length interval , the user is allowed to transmit at a constant rate . At the end of this interval, the user may select a new transmisfrom the set of allowable channel rates . During sion rate the th interval, the user is charged an amount given by



Constraint (14) is derived from constraint (9) by assuming all future frames, , will use the current channel . This assumption is valid if no renegotiation occurs in rate the next frames. If this is not the case, if a higher channel rate ; is used, constraint (14) will present a tighter bound on on the other hand, a lower rate can be used only if the encoder buffer occupancy will allow it. This is the same situation one would have in a practical system in which the outcome of future , for all , then renegotiations is unknown. Note that if a CBR situation results. 1) Step-Utility Function: If we consider a step-utility function in the problem of (13), then all we need to do is find the least expensive traffic profile that allows us to transmit a video . Note that this constraint on sequence with can alternatively be expressed as an upper bound on the . Thus, we consider the following minthe total distortion imization problem: (15)



(10) where is the cost per unit flow of reserving bandwidth for is the length of the interval in frames, is one frame time, denotes the Kronecker delta the cost per renegotiation, and if , and zero otherwise. The total cost for a with RCBR traffic profile of length renegotiation intervals is given by (11) have been specified, then the Given a traffic profile, i.e., the . transmission rate at time slot is given by Note that after encoding the last video frame in the sequence, the encoder buffer is not empty and thus we must account for the expense of emptying this buffer. We assume that the buffer . The length of the is emptied at a constant rate, connection is, therefore, given by (12) is the total number of frames in the video sequence, is the encoder buffer occupancy at time , is the channel rate at the last interval to be used to empty the encoder denotes the integer ceiling operator. Therefore, buffer, and denotes the number of times we will use the channel to empty the encoder buffer after the last frame is encoded. Thus, depends on the choice of the quantizer sequence and .



where



subject to the constraint (16) and constraint (14). 2) Log-Utility Function: We may rewrite the log-utility function of (2) as (17) Thus, we can think of the second term above as a penalty func. Therefore, the utility maximization problem can tion be posed as a minimization problem given by



(18) subject to the delay constraints imposed on the encoder buffer occupancy in (14). IV. PROPOSED ALGORITHM In this section, we present an algorithm to solve the utility maximization problem. Our approach is to find the best compressed video sequence for each traffic profile. First, we present a solution for the special case of intra-frame coding only. Given and , we consider every possible traffic profile . For a given traffic given by the possible combinations of is given by profile, the network cost



C. Optimization Problem We are interested in finding the optimal combination of that solve RCBR traffic profile and quantizer sequence



(13)



(19) The first two terms are the cost for the first time slots and the frame third term is the cost of emptying the buffer after the has been coded and depends on the quantizer sequence. Therefore, in the case of the logarithmic-utility function, we need to find the quantizer sequence that minimizes the cost given by



subject to the constraint (14)



(20)
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A. Predictive Coding



Fig. 3.



DAG representation of the utility maximization problem.



subject to the constraints of (14). In the case of the step-utility . Therefunction, we add the additional constraint on fore, we need to find the quantizer sequence that minimizes the second term of (20) subject to the constraints of (14) and (16). Thus, given the traffic profile, our approach will be to find for the quantizer sequence that results in the minimum . This problem can be solved by each feasible value of finding the shortest path through a graph like the one shown in Fig. 3. In this figure, each level of the tree represents the set of feasible buffer occupancies for frame interval . The height of each cylinder represents the encoder buffer occupancy associated with each node. Each branch represents a particular choice of quantizer for frame . This graph is created according to the following procedure. . IniStep 0) Create a single source node with tialize the distortion of the shortest path to as 0. Let . . Step 1) Let with buffer occupancy Step 2) For each node in stage , create a branch for each possible quan. This branch has associated distortion tizer and rate . Each branch connects a to a node in stage with buffer node in stage . occupancy , then this choice of violates If the buffer constraint and is pruned from the graph. need not be considered Furthermore, quantizer with greater buffer for any other nodes in level occupancy. Step 3) If two or more nodes have the same buffer occupancy , then only the node with the smallest cumulative distortion can be a part of the optimal path. Step 4) If is a multiple of , i.e., there is a renegotiation, then prune all nodes that violate the condition . . Go to step 1 if . Step 5) Once the graph is formed, we can choose the optimal comand . The corresponding quantizer sebination of quence can be obtained by backtracking. Once we have carried out this procedure for each traffic profile, then we can choose the optimal combination of traffic profile and compressed video sequence.



Practical video coding algorithms, such as the ones in the MPEG standards, exploit the temporal correlation between consecutive frames in order to achieve improved rate-distortion efficiency when compared to methods that do not use interframe prediction. These predictive methods introduce dependencies across frames that further complicate the optimization. For each choice of in a predictor frame, a different rate–distortion (R–D) curve can be found for the predicted frame. In this section, we address this situation by considering a special case of MPEG encoding with I and P frames only and a periodic group of pictures (GOP) structure. frames made up A GOP is a consecutive sequence of frames. Note that the R–D curve of one frame and for frames within a GOP depend on the quantizers chosen for previous frames in the GOP. However, these dependencies do not cross GOP boundaries. Thus, we can use a strategy similar to the one for the Intra frame only case. Given a traffic profile, , the choice of quanwe wish to find for each value of . This problem is equivalent tizers resulting in the smallest to finding the shortest path through a graph such as the one depicted in Fig. 3. This graph is grown according to the following procedure. . IniStep 0) Create a single source node with tialize the distortion of the shortest path to as 0. Let . . Step 1) Let with buffer occupancy Step 2) For each node in stage , create a branch for each possible quan. This branch has associated distortion tizer and rate . Each branch connects a node in to a node in stage with buffer occupancy stage . If , then this choice of violates the buffer constraint and is pruned from the graph. Note that represents the distance to the previous I-frame. , i.e. this is the end of a Step 3) If is a multiple of GOP, we prune the nodes of the graph according to the following rule: If two or more nodes have the , then only the node same buffer occupancy, with the smallest cumulative distortion can be a part of the optimal path. , i.e. there is a renegotiaStep 4) If is a multiple of tion, then prune all nodes that violate the condition . . Go to step 1 if . Step 5)



V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS In this section, we present experimental results to illustrate some important aspects of the problem and the provided solution. We first illustrate the concepts with a simplified situation. We use an H.261 encoder operating in intra frame mode [23]. The first 100 frames of the “Foreman” sequence were used, with . four possible quantizer step sizes:
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Fig. 4. Maximum PSNR versus delay for each allowable channel rate.



Fig. 6. Cost for each RCBR traffic profile.



Fig. 7. Fig. 5. Minimum and maximum logarithmic (utility–cost) function for each allowable channel rate.



A. CBR Results Fig. 4 shows a graph of average PSNR (in decibels, for this example) versus delay (in seconds assuming 30 fps) for several channel rates. This graph was obtained by computing the minimum distortion possible with the given delay and channel rate in a CBR streaming system. Using this figure, we can see how the video quality depends on channel rate and delay. Let us first consider a simple example of a step-utility func, and fix the tion of the form of (1) with frames (i.e., 0.5 s if frame rate is 30 fps). We delay at would like to find the lowest rate for which we can achieve a . From Fig. 4, we can see that this corresponds . Similarly, if , then to the case of . the optimal results corresponds to We now consider the logarithmic-utility function of (2), with . We fix the delay at frames and . Fig. 5 is obtained following the procedure presented above. In this figure, the two lines show the minimum and maximum posfor each channel rate. The stars show sible the optimal solution for each channel rate. From this figure, we can see that the optimal solution is obtained for the case with . Note that in Fig. 4, there is a large increase in



(Utility–Cost) function for each RCBR traffic profile.



quality when we go from to . This large increase in quality is enough to offset the increased cost for bandwidth. Note that, in fact, it will be worse to go from to . B. RCBR Results In these experiments, we consider an RCBR service. The set of allowable channel rates used is given by , the renegotiation frames, and , and is interval is set to the cost function of (11). We use a logarithmic-utility function . as in (2) with Fig. 6 shows the resulting minimum cost for each traffic profile. In this 3-D plot, we show the cost as a function of the initial rate and the final rate. Notice that the rate can change only once, since we renegotiate only once in 50 frames. In Fig. 7, we show for each possible traffic profile. We see in this figure that the optimal solution is when we transmit at a constant rate of 20 000 bits per frame. We finally consider another example of RCBR service, with , and the allowable channel rate set frames (resulting in 4 the renegotiation interval to renegotiation intervals). The cost and utility functions are the same as before. The optimal traffic profile is shown in Fig. 8.
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Optimal RCBR traffic profile.
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Fig. 10.



Encoder buffer occupancy.



Fig. 11.



Decoder buffer occupancy.



Fig. 9. Optimal traffic profile and bit rate.



C. Predictive Coding In this section we present experimental results to illustrate some important aspects of the problem and the provided solution when predictive coding is used. We use an MPEG-2 coder to encode the ballet sequence in SIF format. The time scale corresponds to the time needed to display a frame of video at 30 fps. A set of four possible quantization step sizes was used in these experiments. Video was encoded using a GOP pattern of four frames, i.e. IPPP. This results in 256 possible quantizer sequences for each GOP. We consider experiments with a RCBR service, where bits per frame was used to generate the allowable traffic profiles. The renegotiation interval frames. In the cost function of (13), we used was set to , , and . the following parameters: The optimal traffic profile and the bit rate of the corresponding quantizer sequence are shown in Fig. 9. Figs. 10 and 11 show the corresponding buffer occupancies for both encoder and decoder buffers. Clearly, the results depend on the parameters , , and , as well as the renegotiation interval . The parameter values reported here were chosen for the purpose of demonstration



only, without any loss of generality. Actual parameter values will clearly depend on the specific application. VI. CONCLUSIONS In this paper, we have studied some of the design tradeoffs of video streaming systems in networks with QoS guarantees. We have approached this problem by using a utility function to quantify the user benefit derived from the video quality of the received video sequence. We have measured the performance of a video streaming system in terms of the difference between the user benefit and the network cost. Our goal has been to maximize this difference. We have formulated this utility maximization problem as a joint problem where we maximize the video quality of the received sequence for a given traffic profile. Previous work in this area has not considered this problem jointly, and therefore is not guaranteed to achieve the global optimum. We have solved this problem for classes of service that use both static and dynamic traffic descriptors. Specifically, we have considered CBR and RCBR service classes. As expected, our experimental results confirm that when renegotiations are taken into account by the video encoder, the received video quality can be improved. This can prove particularly useful when we
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transmit video encoded using a predictive encoder and the application does not have an accurate representation of the source.
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